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Dubai is one of the most leading innovative and creative cities in the world. It is popular for tourism
because of its enchanting destinations where everyone wishes to visit often. Dubaiâ€™s lifestyle and
traditional culture are some major aspects to attract most of tourists towards it. Most of the UAE
shopping malls here offer tourist a new exposure of fashion that they never had experienced yet.

UAE shopping malls in Dubai is widest store to new imagination and quality that has a big name for
bringing up creativity worldwide. Shopping, for which it is well-known because of the relief in
shopping taxes on every purchase which is best things that make Dubai a great place to prefer for
shopping. It is considered as duty-free porthole which includes approximately less or no duties and
tariffs enforced all merchandise.

Cheap rates and numerous fashion brands are good combination to visit UAE shopping malls. The
most well-known are Dubai Mall, Mall of the Emirates, Dubai Festival City, Deira City Center Dubai,
Burjuman Center Dubai, IBN Batuta Mall Dubai, Dubai Marina Mall and many more... These all are
newly established malls. Dubai Mall in Dubaiâ€™ near Burj Dubai collects 351,000 square meters and
Mall of Arabia build in Dubai is designed to be the prime in Dubai. Mall of the Emirates, on Sheikh
Zayed Road, boasting Carrefour, Harvey Nicholls, Aspreys and Debenhams, covers 223,000 square
meters of area. Next Dubai Festival City close to the new Business Bay Bridge puts up the prime
locations exterior to the UK. Next popular mall is IBN Battuta Mall along Sheikh Zayed Road is a big
mall focused on the moves of a famous 14th century adventurer.

Broad, advanced and air conditioned UAE shopping malls are a welcome place for a tourist choice
when we talk about shopping. Moreover they attract most of the families along with friends for
expedition and the pleasurable destination to visit at night. Because of their inventive patterns &
broad array of outfits, such malls are pop. Not only fashion including wearing, many unlike
accessories like jewelry, foot wears, belts, cosmetics etc are very popular. Everything of all brands
is available here. Meet, eat, sittings and shopping are real aspects of these shopping malls.
Especially during some fest or occasions they offer you special events like competitions or dance,
celebs shows, often boast the visitors. So friends if you will get an opportunity to visit here never
miss it because it is like a heaven which is still untouched!!!!!
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